Eyes wide open - risk and reward
in cross border expansion
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Introduction
Globalisation, industrialisation and
the ongoing challenges facing world
financial markets are driving a shift in
the balance of world economic power.
The economies of the Asia Pacific region are growing at tremendous rates.
Meanwhile sub-Saharan Africa will
likely overtake Asia as the world’s fastest growing region within just a couple
of years. While domestic growth
prospects in various parts of Europe
and North America remain subdued,
many companies are now weighing
the relative merits of overseas expansion particularly into the high growth
markets of Asia, Africa and South
America and extension of their do-

mestic businesses into adjacent areas.
Both bring significant new challenges.
Inorganic cross-border business
development introduces new areas of
risk, irrespective of whether the growth
strategy is based on greenfield startups, partnerships or acquisitions. This
guide offers a distilled set of questions
that is designed to help frame the
discussion of potential cross-border
business expansion in a manner that
gives appropriate weight to both the
opportunities and the risks that will lie
ahead and importantly touches on the
mindset required to drive successful
entry and growth in unfamiliar markets.
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Which mountain are you trying to climb?
•W
 hat is the strategic destination that
your group is seeking to reach?
• Is this destination realistic for your
business, given its capabilities and
those of the competition?
• Is your strategy ambitious enough?
•D
 oes your strategy focus sufficiently
on the long term?
•D
 oes the vision differentiate you from
competitors or will you just tag along
with the pack?

• What economic, industry, competitor,
operational and financial threats and
challenges will you have to navigate
along the way?
• Are there critical questions which
can be readily assessed up-front via
objective, factual analysis of hard
data?

“The essence of strategy is choosing what
not to do.” – Michael Porter
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Will this strategy give you
long term strategic advantage?
• Is your strategic destination clearly
defined?
• Will the strategy help to build or reinforce existing customer relationships
in existing markets?
• Does the Board clearly understand
how reaching the strategic destination will translate into or preserve
genuine advantage in your customer
proposition, reach, growth prospects, operational efficiency, financial
performance metrics and balance
sheet strength?

• Has blue sky, big picture strategic
thinking have been translated into
projected revenues, capital investment, balance sheet position, economic profit and shareholder value?
• How will reaching your strategic
destination impact on your share
price and your company’s valuation
relative to its peers?
• How will the share price and relative
valuation be impacted during the
journey? How can this best be
managed?

“What’s the use of running if you are not on
the right road.” – German proverb
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What is the best pathway to
reach your strategic objectives?
• Is there an obvious base camp? In
other words, have you established
where best to start from?
• Does the strategic destination
chosen clearly leverage existing
customer relationships, operational
capabilities or group scale?
• Is the market opportunity sufficiently
large for you to create material
value?
• How will you build the requisite
consumer and business to business
relationships?
• What are the relative merits of organic business development compared
to acquisitions or partnership?
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• If acquisitions are needed to build
critical mass, are there accessible
target companies of sufficient size to
make inorganic market entry viable?
• Have the implications of your strategic objectives been translated into a
clear and appropriately tailored set
of criteria by which to judge potential
investments and acquisitions?
• How can you best position to secure
strategically critical acquisitions?

Will you be able to tell whether you are making
progress rapidly enough?
• How rapidly will the proposed
strategy deliver a material impact on
revenue and profit growth? How long
will it take for this to deliver a significant contribution to group earnings?
• Have you identified potential market
developments or competitor moves

which would, if they eventuate, cause
you to change your strategy?
• What are the consequences of failure
and what bearing does this have on
when and how you should communicate your strategic ambitions
publicly?

“When the facts change, I change my mind.
What do you do, sir?” – Milton Keynes
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What skills and experience do you need
to make the journey?
• Does your management team have
experience of operating in other
countries and cultures?
• How will you manage the cultural
issues, at operational, group management and Board levels?
• Does your team have a track record
of success in M&A?
• Does your team have a proven track
record in integrating businesses?
Has this translated into measurable
operational efficiency advantages
compared to peers?
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• What are the longer term issues for
how you develop people in your
business?
• Do you have the right external
support from advisers whose team
members personally have experience
of cross border transactions and
business development?

How much value will you create
for your shareholders?
• Have you quantified the anticipated
value (ie not just revenues or profit
contribution) that will be created for
shareholders?
• How long will it take for this value to
be reflected in your group’s share
price?

• Is there a risk that successful
business expansion is not reflected
in your market value, leading to
undervaluation and hence increased
vulnerability to an unsolicited
takeover bid?

“However beautiful the strategy,
you should occasionally look at the
results.” – Winston Churchill
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About Pottinger
Pottinger works with clients to help
them achieve their objectives both in
their home market and internationally.
We help our clients to adapt, innovate
and transform their organisations to
ensure success in today’s increasingly
complex and fast-moving business
and economic environment. We do
this by providing insight and advice
that encompasses the design of strategy and the negotiation and execution
of M&A transactions.
We provide exceptional levels of
specialist M&A and strategic advisory
experience and our assignments
typically involve advice in relation to
corporate strategy, restructuring,

business transformations, mergers
& acquisitions, capital management
and financing. We are accustomed
to working on complex assignments
across borders and cultures. We work
with clients in most major economies,
including the US, Europe, Middle
East, Africa, Asia and Australasia in
defining and annunciating new market
entry strategies.
Our specialist team is highly
mobile and experienced. Together
our team has advised on over 200
M&A and financing transactions with
a combined value in excess of $500
billion, which helps us to deliver on
strategic goals.

For further information, please
contact either of our joint CEOs.
e cassandra.kelly@pottinger.com
e nigel.lake@pottinger.com

Cassandra Kelly

Nigel Lake
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Li river and peaks at dawn.
Yangshuo, Guilin, China.
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